Technical Update on Steel

July 22, 2010

Strategy: BUY
CMP: AUG: 23720; SEP: 24140
Recommendations:
Steel August NCDEX: Buy at 23200-23500 TP 25000 then 26200 with stop loss at
21800
Steel Sep NCDEX: Buy at 23400-23600 TP 25100 then 26400 SL 21900
Steel future prices witnessed a sharp fall in last four months by declining as much as 19.1%.As per the
fibonacci principle prices took correction till 61.8% (23920) retracement of the range 30150-20070
levels. Trading above the monthly short term EMA (10, 20) suggests market to remain higher. However,
monthly closing above the 24000 levels is possible to extend its gains till 25100 then 26700 levels. The
momentum indicator RSI (14) monthly is treading at 0.49 levels and turning positive. The key level to
watch is at 23000 levels sustain above will lead the prices to 25000.

Outlook: We expect steel future prices to trade higher if market fails to breach the support at 23000.
However, closing above the 24000 levels is possible to extend its gains. We recommend buying only
sustain above 23000.
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